
Urben solutions enable global trading securities 
company to upgrade and enhance existing 

telepresence suites with minimal disruption, 
enabling immersive video conferencing and 

collaboration. 

This online global marketplace for buying and 
trading securities is an American multinational 
financial services corporation that owns and 
operates three stock exchanges in the USA.

    

OBJECTIVES
● Embrace the global “video-first” mentality across the 

organisation

● Smooth transition from existing Polycom video suites to 
Zoom Room environments

● Maintain existing investments such as infrastructure and 
furniture in RPX suites

● Refresh video technology whilst maintaining premium 
experience

OUTCOME
● Environmentally friendly technology disposal

● Limited downtime with rapid installation of 
freestanding Urben solutions

● Easy adoption with solutions that emulate the best of 
Poly RPX style

TECHNOLOGY

● Zoom Rooms video conferencing software

● Dual-screen and triple-screen featured: 86” Planar 
displays, Poly EagleEye Director II camera, Poly 
G7500 codec, Poly ceiling microphone array, K-array 
KV25 speakers and Poly TC8 controller

Urben 862 RPX retrofit 
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The Outcome

As part of this global corporate company’s mission to adopt a “video-first” standard across their 
business, the organisation installed several Zoom Room solutions across their new global 
headquarters in New York.

The implementation was so successful, there was an immediate requirement to upgrade legacy 
telepresence suites across the company. This global company had made significant investments into 
their legacy Poly RPX executive and above all, retain the executive feel.

They were looking for a smooth transition with minimal disruption, and Urben designed a technology 
solution that could fit straight into existing telepresence spaces, keeping existing furniture, acoustics 
and light fittings but providing a fresh, exciting, and improved user experience for all.

The Solution

Urben designed truly unique systems that combined the best of both worlds: leading-edge 
technology with a sleek winged frame in semi-gloss and matt black. 

The 86” dual and triple-screen systems maintained the existing camera position, but 
embedded additional audio and speakers, with Zoom Room controller. Just as with the RPX, 
the systems were freestanding so IT staff could walk fully around the systems for ease of 
maintenance. In addition, a single sheet at the back ensured ventilation, with an access door 
built-into the side.

With the legacy systems, Urben decommissioned and disposed of all the equipment using an 
environmentally friendly disposal process - WEEE recycling.
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The most significant challenge was working around the 
room’s structural beams that were supported by the RPX 
system. To replace the rear projection unit, Urben needed to 
develop specific hoisting jigs to support the lighting, sound 
and acoustic systems. It’s not easy, but we did it with no 
disruption to the customer.

Mike Entwistle, 
CEO of Urben



Why Urben?

The Urben solutions were floor-mounted, so required no wall reinforcement. 
Urben worked closely with furniture manufacturers and room designers to 
ensure the environment was suitable for an executive experience. 

A custom screen height ensured the systems were at the ideal height for 
natural engagement between in-office and remote participants. The 
premium audio from K-Array topped off an executive audio-visual experience. 
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Director of Voice and Video, comments: 

Urben’s solution really was unique. It combines the technology 
we wanted with the look and feel we love, all whilst working  
around existing structures within the room. It means we can  
focus on what matters most to our business, knowing we’ve 
got the best tools for the job.


